Analyst – Internship
About us

Required experience and competencies

The Social Investment Consultancy (TSIC) is a

1. BA degree or higher;

global organisation with a network of experts

2. Strong ability to research new subject areas

committed to creating social change. We support

and turn research into practical insights,

corporates and the social sector to rethink their

proposals and actions;

approach to social change and sustainability, and
to maximise their social impact.

3. Demonstrated interest in global and domestic
social issues;
4. Understanding of consulting methodologies

The role
There has never been a more exciting time to think
about the positive social impact that we can create
and the momentum of activities underway across
sectors, markets and disciplines to maximise social
investment. At TSIC Italy we are committed to
creating social change and we are looking for a
driven candidate with entrepreneurial spirit and a
clear passion for social impact.
The analyst will contribute to the effective running
of projects, client engagements, and business
development by carrying out targeted research and
analyses. The role will primarily focus on project
delivery, supporting the management team and

and knowledge of corporate finance
preferred;
5. Proficiency in using Microsoft Excel, and
PowerPoint;
6. Italian and English language working
proficiency and excellent communication
skills;
7. An excellent relationship builder who can act
as a trusted representative of our firm and
work.
8. Previous volunteer experience or any
experience in the non profit sector would be a
plus

interacting with clients.

How to apply

The candidate will have the opportunity to work in

Prospective applicants should send a cover letter

a social startup environment and to contribute to

and a CV to careers@tsiconsultancy.it

the experimentation of tech-based impact models.
The intern will experience firsthand the whole
consulting engagement process. He/she will
develop the ability to research and analyse
different topics, use deductive reasoning to support
clients in the solution of complex problems, learn
to effectively present findings and improve client
interaction skills. The candidate will gain a deeper
understanding of sustainability and social impact
related topics such as Social Impact Assessment,
Impact Financing, Advanced CSR, Capacity
Building, and Social Entrepreneurship.

e info@tsiconsultancy.it

w www.tsiconsultancy.it
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